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Katz to address graduates
Special to the Spectrum
Stanley N. Katz, Ph.D.,
president ofthe American Coun
cil of Learned Societies, will
deliver the Commencement ad
dress at Sacred Heart
University’ s 31 st annual gradu
ation exercises on Sunday, May
18. The ceremonies will be held
at Campus Field beginning at 1
p.m.
Katz, long active in a mul
titude of charitable, educational
and religious organizations in
western Connecticut, will be
awarded the degree. Doctor of
Humane Letters, honoris causa

, during conunencement
As president of the ACLS,
Katz oversees the preeminent pri
vate humanities organization in
the United States. The NewYork based, non-profit council,
founded in 1919, represents and
speaks in support of 58 national
learned societies in the humani
ties and social sciences.
In addition to his leadership
role at ACLS, Katz is a senior
fellow, public and international
affairs, at Princeton University ’ s
Woodrow Wilson School and co
director of Princeton ’ s Center for
Arts and Cultural Policy Re
search.

Prior to joining the ACLS
as president in 1986, Katz was
the Class of 1921 Bicentennial
Professor of the History of
American Law and Liberty at
Princeton from 1978-86.
In a distinguished higher
education career that began in
1957, Katz also taught history at
Harvard University, the Univer
sity of Wisconsin and the Uni
versity of Chicago.
Katz holds three degrees
from Harvard, an A.B. {magna
cum laude) in English history
and literature, an M. A. in Ameri
can history and aPh.D. in Ameri
can History.

Student media heads designated
Spectrum, WHRT & Prologue leaders set for 1997-98
B> I .rin E. Harrison
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Seleciicui has been made
fornevt ycar\ Sacred 1 lean I 'niversity Spectrum editor-inchief, W HRT manager and ProJt^e editor. Xormaliy, each
pnwpeelne
n; in.iii.u'ei
must undergo an interview by
the search committee, although
there wasnocompetition for the
WHR f and I’rologue positions

for ne.xt year's slots.
The search committee was
comprised of Denise Sutphin. di
rector of Siudenl .-Setir iiies: A1
Precourt, assistant director of .Stu
dent Activities/Union; Ralph
Corrigan, Ph.D., professor of En
glish and aiKiserioSpecit urn; Don
Harrison, manager olThe Cniver-

sity News Bureau; Ei in Hcirrison,
co-editor-in-chief. Spectrum; and
Michele Herrmann, co-editor-in
chief, Spectrum.
(.'linaNorelli. a junior psychol

ogy major from Bethlehem, and
BradWilson.ajuniormediastudies major from C! ifton Park, N. Y..
applied for the position of editorin-chief of the Spectrum for the
1997-98 academic year.
Norelli was selected by the
commillee as editor-in-chief and
Wilson will serve as associate
editor.
■'I am \ ei y excited about this

See Search, page 2

Stanley Katz, Ph.D.

Contributed photo

SG positions filled
chology major from Stamford
was named Executive VP.
“I wanted to be more in
volved with SHU and I wanted to
have a higher position so that I
could make a difference,” stated
Rivera.
Previously, Rivera was the
Executive VP jof Student Government for the Senate. This
gave him the incentive to run for
president, said Rivera.

By Wendi Plescia
Staff Writer
Two juniors ran unopposed
at the recent elections for the
positions of president and vicepresident of Student Government
for the 1997-98 academic;
Briah BfvefaTa junior psy
chology major from Northport,
N.Y., was elected as the new
Student Government president
and Carla Gray, a junior psy-

See SG, page 3

Faculty member earns Emmy nomination Leaders
'to be
i honored
By Michael Powers
Contributing Writer

A professor of media stud
ies at Sacred Heart University
learned last week that her work
has been nominated for an
Enuny.
“I found out I got nomi

nated for the Emmy through a
phone call,” said Rebecca L.
Abbott, associate professor of
media studies. “The call came
from the office of Gary Rifkin,
who is vice-president of Connecti
cut Public Broadcasting,” she
added.
Abbott’s documentary
“Schooling That Works: The

Middle Years” is about teaching
young students at a pivotal point
in their development from child
hood to adulthood.
The nomination is for the
Educational Documentary cat
egory.
Abbot received a $150,000
grant from the William Caspar
Graustein Foundation to do the

Emmy-nominated professor of media studies, Rebecca Abbott.

How to find your
soulmate.. .page 6

Contibuted photo

Bands kick-off
SHU Spring
Fling.. .page 8

documentary. The total budget
for the video was $200,000.
The documentary goes in
side the classroom and shows
what the middle years of a
student’s schooling are like. It
also captures the way a teacher
works and the enthusiasm stu
dents get from that.
“The video shows the main
stream public what the adoles
cent years are like in middle
schools,” said Abbott. “Good
schools were sensitive to the
needs of adolescents and the
changes in young people,” she
added.
Abbott’s students are enthu
siastic over hearing that her docu
mentary was nominated for an
Emmy.
“I think she is a wonderful
professor who is very caring
about her students,” said Sharon
Nagy, a junior media studies
major from Bridgeport. “I think
she deserves the honor,” she
added.
Along with her students,
many of Abbott's colleagues had
congratulations to offer, as well.
“We were very happy and
delighted with the work she has
been doing,” said Dr. David

See Abbott, page 2

Laxmen beat rival
Southampton
15-14.. .page 12

By Ayoma Perera
I

\

News Co-Editor

The Campus Lite Lcader»ship Awards, organized by the
Pffice of Student Activities, will
;be held tonight in the Gym at 7
.p.m.
I
“This ceremony is a time
put to acknowledge students in
Itheir leadership roles,” said
|3enise Sutphin, director of Stu
dent Activities.
The keynote speaker for the
ievent is James Barquinero, vice
jpresidentofEnroilmentPlanning
'-hnd Student Affairs.
;
“There will be various de
partment awards as well as wh#
call the six big awards,” said
Sutphin. “These include the ou^',
standing involvement by a first*'■ ear, sophomore, junior and se#
ior; the Doug Bohn Unsung
|Hero and John Croffy Outstanc
png Leader awards.”
I Other awards being pre
liented are the department award
leadership awards: NRHH(Nt|,
tionalRe-sidence Hall Honoraryf*
t)rientation, S.T.A.R. (Student
ITaking an Active Role), and:|Who’s Who Among Students if
‘ American colleges and universl

«
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News Briefs

Spectrum adviser to resign
By Michele Herrmann
Co-Editor-in-Chief

^Garlicfest” at Notre Dame High School
The sixth annual “Garliefest” will be held Friday, •
2 through Sunday May 4, at Notre Dame High
School (right across from Sacred Heart), The festival
will run Friday from 5 to 11 p.m., Saturday from noon
to 11 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 7 p.m.
More than 45 vendors and restaurants from
^ound the country will feature garlic in a variety of
ways. Admission for the event is $3. Proceeds from
;he fest will go towards providing area youth with
^cademic scholarships.
For more information call Tara Noce at Notre
)ame Catholic High School at (203) 372-6521.

I Accounting Society hosts

1 mock CPA Review Class**
The Accounting Society of Sacred Heart will
bresent a “.Mtick CPA Review Class’’ on Fridas. May 2
iffom 11 a.m, to 12 noon in Annex #5.
:
The class will consist of a course lecture, sample j
fcoufse materials, a review of past questions and a
^
pomprebensive look at “The P/W Approach.”
j
All accounting majors are encouraged to attend
Ihis event and have the chance of winning a special gift
w a drawing during tihe course.

Good luck seniors!!

After 14 years of assisting
with the Spectrum’s progression,
the paper’s adviser has decided
to step down from the action.
“I think it’s time for me to
step aside because I’ve done
about all I can to make it into a
publication that reflects the in
terest of the community it
serves,” said Dr. Ralph Corrigan,
professor of English. “Now it’s
time to move the paper to the
next level ofprofessionalism, and
hopefully the University will find
someone who can accomplish
that.”
Corrigan became the
Spectrum’s adviser in 1983,
when then editor-in-chief
Melody Vetro (now St. Clair)
asked him to fill the position.
The first issue of the Spectrum,
originally called the Obelisk, de
buted that fall.
Corrigan arrived at Sacred
Heart ip 1967. He became Di
rector of Freshman English.
Corrigan developed a work
ing relationship with the Spec
trum editors by submitting ar
ticles from his writing classes.
“Because I was sending ar
ticles, it seemed reasonable for
me to become adviser. I felt that
working together with the edi
tors, we could make the paper
better.
“It’s been aj oy working with

Seniors prepare for job market
By Kristyn Mulry
News Co-Editor

College students expecting
to graduate in May are preparing
for the challenges that await them
in the future. Some people will
take time off to relax before be
ginning their careers, while oth
ers will enter graduate school or
the full-time work force.
“I’m looking for a position
where the employer doesn ’ t biow
me off as just a college graduate
who doesn’t know anything,”
said Kristen Lalla, a senior me
dia studies major from White
Plains, N.Y.
“I have turned positions
down because they didn’t offer
enough responsibility,” added
Lalla.

According to Lucy Cox, ca
reer development counselor,
computer science is now the field
with the greatest opportunity for
employment.
At the turn of the century,
everybody ’ s computers will have
to be reprogrammed and that
leaves a tremendous need for
people with backgrounds in com
puter science, said Cox.
Lalla is looking for ajob that
will be challenging, fun, and al
low her to earn a substantial paycheck.
“Due to the expenses that
I’ve racked up here at SHU, I
need to find ajob that pays well,”
she said. “I’ve already gotten a
letter saying that I need to start
paying back Sacred Heart in six
months,” she added.
Dominic Carew, welcome
center
coordinator
for

Connecticut’s TouiismDivision,
offered some advice to students
looking for employment.
“Persistence is the key,”
Carew said. In finding work, be
tenacious and “Get them to see
your face,” he added.
Doing research will help you
to determine your place in the
company and present yourself to
the employer, said Carew.
“\^en they are about to for
get you, give them a call,” he
added.
Employers are looking for
candidates who are reliable and
proactive and have consistency,
perseverance and integrity, said
Cox.
“I don’t think the job market
is as bad as we’ve been told it is,”
said Lalla. “Ijust started looking
two weeks ago and I’ve already
had three good offers,” she added.

Ralph Corrigan, Ph,D.
the current co-editors who were
eager to learn and willing to lis
ten to advice,” said Corrigan.
Past editors-in-chief spoke
of Corrigan’s long-term com
mitment to the Spectrum.
“Ralph and I may not have
agreed on some issues, but he
always supported what I pub
lished,” said Jonathan McCarthy,
who served as editor-in-chief last
year.
As an adviser, Corrigan ad
mits the Spectram has never been
prevented from covering nega
tive issues. “The school has been
supportive of the freedom of the

Photo by Laura Geier

press and, in 14 years as an ad
viser, I can’t recall a single inci
dent where freedom of the press
was brought into question. The
only problems that reporters have
had to deal with are issues of
fairness and accuracy.”
Before coming to the Uni
versity, Corrigan served as an
adviser to The Indian, the news
paper of Siena College,
Loudenville, N.Y.
Corrigan said he looked for
ward to teaching a full course
load, doing some writing and
plans to take a course in watercolors in the fall.

Extravaganza planned
By Ayoma Perera
News Co-Editor
The annual Greek Week
end line-up will be held in the
Gym tomorrow through Sunday.
The events, sponsored by Greek
Council, will start off with the
King and Queen contest and semiformal on Friday, followed by a
barbecue on Saturday and Skit
show on Sunday.
“This is an opportunity for a
lot of people to interact with each
other in a positive way,” said A1
Precourt, assistant director of Stu
dent ActivitiesAJnion.
Doors will open for the dance
at 8 p.m. followed by dinner at
8:30 p.m. and parade of the kings

Search: Norelli, Fortney
and Schmidt selected
Continued from page 1
new position and look forward to working closely
with the staff in September," commented Norelli.
Both veterans of the Spectrum, theyiDegan as staff
writers. Norelh was the Features editor and Wilson
was the Sports editor this year.
“I believe this year’s paper was a great im
provement from the years' past,” said Wilson. “In
the upcoming year, I, along with the rest of the!
Spectrum staff, will work to bring the paper to the
next level.”
Matt Fortney, a junior media studies major
from Westbury, N.Y. will again manage the Univer
sity student radio station, WHRT, losing his co
manager from this year, Kristen Lalla, who will
Photo by Lora Marcella graduate in May.
Also, Nicole Schmidt will continue her reign as
(From left to right) Next year's Prologue editor, WHRT station manager, and
editor
of the yearbook, the Prologue.
Spectrum editor, Nicoie Schmidt, Matt Fortney and Gina Norelli.

and queens at 9:45 p.m. Enter
tainment for the night will be
provided by DJ Rob Newberry
and hosts for the evening are last
year’s King, junior James Th
ompson, and Queen, senior
Deirdre Eller.
“All students must attend
the semi-formal in order to view
the King and Queen Competi
tion,” said Peggy Gallagher, co
chairperson of Greek Weekend.

See Greeks, page 3

Abbott: up
for Emmy
Continued from page 1
Curtis, chair for the communi
cations department. “She is mak
ing it clear that public education
is effective, and not a lost cause,”
he added.
Her next project is again
about children. This time it is
about early childhood and pre
school.
“My next project is on early
childhood and pre-school chil
dren process,” said Abbott. “I
am doing my research on it right
as we speak,” she added.
The scheduled date for the
Emmy awards is May 17. The
ceremony will be held in Bos
ton. The Emmy Awards are
given by the Academy of Arts
and Sciences to honor those
people who have achieved what
the category has asked for.
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Public Relations
forum offers advice
By Kristyn Mulry
News Co-Editor
The Communication Arts
Career Night held last week in
the Mahogany Room attracted
an estimated 80 people. The
night began with a panel discus
sion by business leaders of the
community and ended with the
panelists talking in small groups
with the audience members.
The panel discussion fo
cused on how the speakers got
started in their careers.
The
table discussions concluding the
night served as a question-andanswer session in which the panel
members advised audience mem
bers as to the most effective ways
of finding jobs in the public rela
tions sector.
“I thought it was very suc
cessful,” commented Lucy Cox,
a career development counselor.
The event was targeted more to
ward networking than career
placement, Cox added.
Featured speakers of the
night included Steve Rose, di
rector of media relations at U.S.
Surgical in Norwalk; Carolyn
Owens, principal of Newsletters
Plus in Westport; Jim Wills,
president of Wills Consulting
Group in Norwalk; and Richard
Kosmicki of The Dilenschneider
Group, Inc. in New York. Host
ing the event was Martin Arnold,
communications director of
Rayonier Inc. in Stamford.
“You’ve got to take action
to make things happen,” said
Wills. “Always be curious, al
ways question. Ifyou have inter
ests, broaden them.”

Cox thinks the most impor
tant point of advice given on the
night related to knowing what to
do in an interview.
“Don’t chew gum. Be care
ful how you dress, communicate
clearly, and make sure there is an
equal exchange of questioning
and listening,” advised Wills.
“Be focused, enthusiastic, and
get as much research as possible
on the company,” he added.
Each of the speakers em
phasized the benefit of meeting a
wide array of interesting people
as part of their work in public
relations.
“If you have half as much
fun as I’ve had in this business,
you’ll enjoy it,” said Rose.
The event was organized by
the Fairfield County Public Re
lations
Association
and
Annmarie Seifert, graduate as
sistant in the Student Union.

Carla Gray and Brian Rivera

Photo by Ayoma Perera

SG: Rivera and Gray to head student body
Continued from page 1
"I want to improve the com
munication between the students
and administration,” stated
Rivera. “Students should use Stu
dent Government as a resource
to handle issues and concerns
that they might have,” added
Rivera.
“I wanted to be a part of
student government because as

secretary I saw all parts of stu
dent government. I realized it
was something I could do, so I
took an interest in it,” stated Gray.
Gray’s goal is to work to
gether as a successful team and
to really hear the students con
cerns and ideas for solutions.
Recently, her committee dis
cussed a proposal for South Lot
for next semester and each sena

tor chose a committee to sit on.
The committees are: admissions,
career services, health services,
judicial review, library, registra
tion, safety or the technological
committee.
“We are looking for students
who are not already involved
with Student Government to sit
on these committees as well,”
stated Gray.

1998 FORD ESCORT ZX2

HKEACOURSE
INEHnEMENl

Greeks:
weekend of
fun planned
Continued from page 2
Kings and queens will be
judged 80 percent by interview
and 20 percent by student vote.
The judges are Geanne Peloso,
Student Activities graduate as
sistant, and Oscar Allain, Inter
national Center graduate assis
tant. A third judge will be an
nounced.
“Don’t forget to vote for
king and queen outside the Fac
ulty Lounge today,” said
Gallagher.
The outdoor barbecue on
Saturday will be held on the
patio between 4:30 and 7:00 p.m.
An outdoor volleyball and bas
ketball tournament will take
place on the same day.
“We’ve also planned a Road
Rules contest for Saturday,” said
Precourt. “It will be a dollar per
person to enter the contest and
the start time will be around
6:30 p.m.” Prizes will be given
to those who place in the race.
Sunday’s Variety Show compe
tition will take place at 7 p.m. in
the Gym.
Cash prizes will be awarded
to the winning groups. First
prize is $500 followed by $300
for second place and $200 for
third.

WARNING;

TEST DRIVING TIE ZX2 MAY CAUSE EXTREME EXCITEMENT.

Tired of all those boring courses

Other great features that make ZX2

you have to take? Then hop into

really fun to drive. So what are you

a hot, new Ford Escort ZX2. You’ll

waiting for? Get down to your local

chart your own
course in excitement I__

— you__I
h 3 t'S! WHY

DRIVE A FORD I

all the excitement’s

with its powerful
130-hp Zetec engine,
AM/FM stereo with pre
mium speakers, optional
6-disc CD changer and

I

Dealer today
and find out what

SEE YOUR INNATE
QUAUTY FORD DEALER

FORD

about, starting at just
$12,995. This is one
course that definitely
won’t put you to sleep.

www.ford.com
Plus Special Savings For College Graduates’
'College graduate purchase program available. See your local Ford Dealer for details and requirements. <gi]J
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EDITORIALS
Choose alternatives
to substance abuse
There is no doubt that alcohol and drugs
are used by several students at Sacred Heart
University. Everything from beer and vodka to
marijuana and cocaine. On every college cam
pus there are people who use and abuse drugs.
No place is exempt.
It is dangerous when people use these
substances as some form of a crutch and more
often than not, that is the case. Whether they
are using these substances to ease emotional
pain, escape, relieve stress and anxiety or
repress problems— alcohol and drugs are never
the answer, although they can seem like the
answer.
It is our hope that students who choose the
path of alcohol and/or drugs realize just how
extremely damaging these substances are to
their bodies and examine their lives and their
motives. We hope that they will ask God to
intervene and allow them to see alternatives as
well as seek professional help.

Graduating class shows maturity
The Class of 1997 has witnessed many
transitions during its time here.
Along with space renovations, growing
pains of new academic programs, slow-paced
development in student services, and changes
in administration, the class has learned to cope
with these frustrations.
Some classmates chose to leave because
they felt they could no longer tolerate these
conditions. But for all those who decided to
stay, they showed maturity in realizing that
change is slow. Their patience with progress,
despite the inconveniences that often accom
pany it, is a step in dealing with the uncertain
ties that come after graduation and with enter
ing a world which remains the same only for a
moment. They are ready to take on future
challenges.
Best of luck to the Class of 1997.

Volunteering is American
“To whom much is given,
much is asked” is a direct quote
from the Bible. Now whether or
not you’re a religious person, I
would hope most people agree
with this statement, or at least the
general principle be
hind it.
Which is, if
you’ve become
a successful
member of soci
ety, you should
donate your time
in a meaningful
way to give back
to society, so
that in the future more members
of society will have the opportu
nity to succeed.
That is what volunteerism is
all about. President Clinton has
put together a Presidential com
mission on volunteerism, which
is being lead by Retired General
Colin Powell.
The commission held a Vol
unteer Summit over the weekend
in Philadelphia. There are some
people who are concerned the
summit is going to lead to big
brother, forcing citizens into vol
unteering.
Any such concerns are ri
diculous. There is no way that, in
this political climate, any bill ex
panding the role of government is

going to see the light of day, and
itshouldn’t. Forced volunteerism
is not the answer.
Other concerns have been
raised, such as compensation for
those who volunteer. There needs
to be a distinction, as President

VIEWPOINT
Clinton has made, between na
tional service, which is compen
sated with scholarships, and
volunteerism, which is not com
pensated at all.
Why should you need to be
paid to help the community?
Many people have become
defensive
about
their
volunteerism, or lack there of.
Arguments have come up about
coaching their children’s sports
teams or being involved in girl
scouts or boy scouts.
I don’t consider that
volunteerism. I consider that
being involved in your children’s
lives. Volunteerism is giving
something back to the conununity.
How could anyone be
against volunteerism? Taking
time out of your life to help the
life of another. Truly giving of
yourself is what this country was

Time allows for change and growth
Time is a funny thing. I
either seem to have too much of
it or not

enough.
Usually it’s
the latter. I
am perhaps
the Queen of
Procrastina
tion. I usu
ally leave the By ERIN E.
last minute or HARRISON
day to complete a task. I am not the type of
person to allot small blocks of
time to work on a project or
paper.
This doesn’t help much now
that my college career is coming
to a close, but my days of puttipg
things off are over as I embark
into the inevitable “real world."
My academic career has not
been pristine, although I take
pride in the maj or changes I have
made over the last four years. I
am sad to say it will be over in

just two weeks.
It seems like just yesterday,
I was sitting in my high school
guidance counselor's office and
she was telling me that I should
be a writer. I thought, "No way."
I doubted both her opinion and
my own ability.
The irony is uncanny.
I am about to step down as
an editor-in-chief after a year of
a grueling and rewarding experi
ence. Many times, I have
doubted and underestimated
myself, but my accomplishments
and personal growth help me to
have better faith in myself.
The changes I made over
the last four years are both small
and significant. How I accom
plished all of them does not ex
actly fit the mold, but approach
ing tasks takes a personal touch.
Everyone has their own way.
Regardless of what teachers pro
fess, there is more than one right
way of accomplishing a task or

goal.
I remember when I was a
little girl in elementary school,
teachers always taught one way
of doing a math equation, or to
stay within the lines when color
ing. I was no math whiz or sci
ence freak, but doing things in

PERSPECTIVE
my own way taught me to be
more tolerant of people who are
different than me (even if I al
ways did color within the lines).
Perfecting who you are is a
lifelong process, and I’m not
sure that perfect is what anyone
should be. Rather, more impor
tantly, make changes and grow.
Reflect on all that you’ve done
rather than all you haven’t.
Part of my willingness to
accept my faults in doing things
is recognizing that there will al
ways be another task. Believe

me, I always like to get it right the
first time, but I don't always. My
incessant persistence reaffirms
my beliefthat I am strong enough.
For those of us leaving the
Sacred Heart community feeling
like we could have done better,
remember this; there is plenty to
do in life and look forward to. I
hope I’ve made somewhat of a
mark at Sacred Heart, but if I
haven’t, I will somewhere else.
There is always time enough
for change and growth — even
for me.

Stop and smell the
flowers, take a walk,
reflect and, most of all,
remember how few the
days of college youth
remain.

founded on. When the founding
fathers fought for our indepen
dence from England, they
weren’t just fighting for their
own independence, they were
fighting for the independence of
every American that would fol
low them.
There are too many people
who feel the only person they’re
supposed to look out for is them
selves. If we all do that, how can
we call ourselves the greatest
nation on Earth?
Volunteering is something
that should be inherently Ameri
can. The strength of our nation
shouldn’t be individualism. It
should be unity and together
ness. Since when have we be
come 264 million individuals?
We are “one nation under God,
indivisible.”
Aren’t we?

Have a great
summer, from
all of us at the
Spectrum

EDITORIAL POLICY:
The editorial page(s) is
an open forum. All sub
missions are subject to ed
iting for spelling, punc
tuation, grammar and
clarity.
The Spectrum
does not assume copy
right for any published
material. All submissions
are reviewed by the Edi
torial Board.
The Spectrum is a stu
dent-run newspaper of
Sacred Heart University,
published every Thursday
during the academic year.
All mail should be sent to
Spectrum, Sacred Heart
University 5151 Park Av
enue, Fairfield, C’T
06432-1 OCX). The adver
tising deadline is 7 days
prior to publication. Edi
torial phone line is (203)
371-7963;
business
phone line is (203) 371 7966. Fax number is
(203) 371-7828.
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Letters to the editor
Investigation

needed in

MAILROOM SITUATION
To the editor,
I am going public with this because the situation is desperate and
the matter is related to Sacred Heart University's community. Silence
over the issue of tests can only do more damage.
Some Sacred Heart officials are not being genuine. Their words
do not match their actions. They know the golden words, not their true
meaning. As a result of their decisions, privileged students have
handled and continue to have access to a majority of tests that are
photocopied and stored in the mailroom. I attempted to remedy the
problem by telling my supervisor who showed little interest in my
complaint. I then contacted the professors who have tests in the
cabinet.
It is unfair to those working in the mailroom who have nothing
to do with this. They ean be vulnerable to accusations. Not every
student who works in the mailroom is involved. It is also unfair to the
great majority of students who are not working in the mailroom.
I demand that the Office of the President, Anthony Cemera,
intervene to launch a non-bias investigation and to take the appropri
ate measure.

Pascal Jean-Jacques
Letter Shop Technician

Bittersweet farewell from
CLASS OF 1997 president
To the editors,
In 17 days, the Class of 1997
will be saying "good-bye" to Sa
cred Heart University. The four
years we have spent here together
have been years of growth for
ourselves as well as the Univer
sity.
I know I'm not only speak
ing for myself when I say that
Sacred Heart has shaped my life
as no other school could have.
This school has become my
second family. It has shown me
sides of myself and other people
that I would have never found
without the friendly nature of all
who walk these halls.
Many of you reading this
can't wait to leave Sacred Heart
and all of its growing pains as
well as the papers and tests. I, on
the other hand, will miss SHU

Thank

you

To the editor,
I just wanted to say a huge
thank you to the Sacred Heart
community for participating in
the Jefferson Hill Spring Clean
ing Clothing Drive.
We collected about 5,000
articles'of clothing! I'm still
amazed at the outpouring of love
and generosity that everyone
showed. A little bit of giving
really goes a long way.

Sincerely,
Colleen McGrath
President, Jefferson Hill Hall
Council

tremendously. No, I will not
miss studying for an exam or
doing a paper at 2 a.m., but I will
miss the community. I'll miss
recognizing all the faces in the
hallways and being able to say
"hello" without even knowing the
person.
For four years I've been think
ing about the day I graduate and
go on into the real world, never
really believing that the day would
come. But May 18 is staring me in
the face and I have no choice but
to believe it, and I do.
I believe May 18, while being
a sad day of hugs and tears, will
also be a beautiful day as we all
begin our real lives. Although
some of us will stay in the area,
some will be hundreds of miles
away, we'll all share the common
bond of 5151 Park Avenue. We
will all recall the memories we've
made since September '93, when
we were at the beginning of the
changes.
In each of our own ways,
we've left our marks on Sacred
Heart University, and Sacred Heart
has left its mark on us.
I wish everyone in the Class
of '97 (whether you're graduating
in May, August or December), the
best of luck for the future. I ask
one favor of all of you — that you
always let the positive outweigh
the negative in life and to always ’
believe in yourselves.
Once again, good luck and
see you May 18.
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From the co-editors' desks. ..
It has been my pleasure to serve the Sacred Heart University
community this year as co-editor of the Spectrum. The experience has
been, at times, exhausting mentally, physically and emotionally, but
well worth it.
I pride myself on the fact that Michele and I have worked on a
close-knit basis with our staff, many of whom became my good
friends. I am proud of all of their accomplishments. In all the years
I have been on the Spectrum staff, I have never witnessed such a
dedicated and coneemed staff.
Our adviser and mentor, Ralph Corrigan, will be greatly missed,
both knowingly and unknowingly, by future editors. His 14 years of
determination and sincere care for the well-being of the newspaper
and its staff has encouraged many of us, as well as frustrated us at
times, but the newspaper would not be where it is today without him.
Also, my father, Don Harrison, was a constant resource for our
staff and was always there when I needed his help.
I am sad to bring this last issue to a close. Regardless of the many
things that were put on hold because of my dedication t6 the Spectrum,
including my own sanity, I will miss seeing the Spectrum every
Thursday, which was a reassurance and reminder of all of my hard
work and sleepless nights.
One thing I have definitely learned from this experience is how
to be with and work closely with people who I thought I had nothing
in common with. I find that we have more similarities than I ever
imagined.
I would like to thank each of the editors, Michele, Ayoma, Dirt,
Brad, Dude, Steph, Lora, Corinne, Gina and Lauren, as well as our
columnist Rob, for their sacrifices and continuous hard work.
Each of them put their hearts into this newspaper and we leave the
Spectrum in good hands with Gina Norelli, who will be next year's
editor.
I hope I have made somewhat of an impression on Sacred Heart,
because it has definitely left an imprint upon me.

Co-Editors-ln-Chief
& Publishers

I have enjoyed serving as co-editor-in-chief of the Spectrum, and
to be honest, I think this job, although a tiresome one, has been a
challenge I've mastered.
However, I should point out that with the support of Erin, an
enthusiastic and hard-working staff and Ralph Corrigan, this newspa
per has reached a level of quality in which it should be recognized as
a professional, student-run publication. I know this because I have
worked on this paper for four years, and this year all the right elements
came together.
I was hesitant at first about becoming an editor-in-chief. After
working under three editors, it's quite different when you enter into a
head position. Personally, I felt there was more I could have done, but
I will look back a few years from now to answer that. I do feel that the
countless hours that I, Erin and our staff put into creating each issue
is something to be proud of.
I've also learned how to work closely with people, when to speak
and when to listen. Being here during a growing point for the
University, I think I have grown in confidence by working on this
paper.
Thank you Ralph for your commitment to the Spectrum and for
always pushing, more often than we wanted to be, us to be better.
Although you feel you've done all that you ean, future editors would
appreciate your concern, dedication and motivation.
To this year's editorial board: Dirt, Ayoma, Gina, Dude, Steph,
Brad, Corinne, Lora, Lauren, as well as Danielle and Cheryl, thank
you for your hard work and devotion. Without you, there would be no
paper.
Erin, it was a pleasure working with you. I think we both
contributed our knowledge and qualities to the Spectrum, which
shows in each issue.
I wish Gina Norelli much success for next year. Good luck.
To my friends and the Sacred Heart community, thank you for
making these four years memorable and enjoyable.
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Soul mates often appear at oddest times
By John Wool

Contributing Writer

Artwork by Joe Bender

There are questions often
asked on campus and throughout
the world about soul mates. How
do we know who our soul mate
is? Where will we meet him or
her? When?
Your soul mate should be
the guy or girl who is perfect for
you.
Your soul mate is the one
that has the same interests as you
and is the one person that you can
spend the rest of your life with.
“Despite the fascination,
many claim to have the exotic
and the popular belief that oppo
sites attract. A survey found that
the overwhelming majority of
Americans choose their sexual
partners and their lifetime mates
from a pool of people very much
like themselves,” said Dr. Jane E.
Brody in an article.
When we search for a mate,
what do we look for? Are looks
really that big of a deal? Do
height, body shape, color of hair
or eyes, religion or race play a
role in our search? And if it does,
then why?
Mike McCaffrey, a student
at SHU, said, “Not to sound like
a pig, but looks play a major part
in meeting a person. When you
go to a party, or just out in gen

As semester winds down,
seniors ready to graduate
By Gina Norelli

Features Editor
Soon, things will be drawing
to a close. Or will they just be
beginning? Well, it depends on
how you look at it.
But in any case, for many of
the graduating seniors, this is a
time of mixed emotions that con
sist of excitement, sadness and
even fear.
Dean of Freshmen Michael
Bozzone said that he sees two
things in seniors at this time of
year.

\\

“I see students extremely
excited and proud ofthemselves.
I also see what I consider to be a
very healthy reflection of what
they’ve done both academically
and personally. You see it in
their faces,” said Bozzone.
What are the thoughts of
seniors on graduation?
“I’m glad it’s finished, glad
it’s done,” said Eddie Cisneros,
a computer science major from
Stamford.
James Colette, a criminal
justice major from Mass., said,
“I haven’t gotten there yet. I
don’t know how it’s going to
feel.”
Danielle Vetre, a psychol
ogy major from Stratford, said,
“I’m so excited. The only thing
that worries me is what do I do
with my life? For that part, I
want to stay in school, but other
wise I’m very happy to get out.”
Some other thoughts:
Teri DelRossi, a biology
major from Melrose, Mass., said,
“It’s a big relief. I’ve been wait
ing for this day for a long time.
At the same time, it’s sad to
leave my fiiends.”
Kristyn Mulry, an English
major from Worcester, Mass.,
said, “I think graduating from

accomplishment. Getting your
diploma means that it is now
time to step into the real world,
which can be a frightening place.”
Rob Sawicki, a media stud
ies major from Fairfield, said, “A
special part of life is ending, but
the new and exciting part is be
ginning.”
AccOTding to Registrar Dou
glas Bohn, 62 associate's degrees
will be awarded, 593 bachelors’,
380 masters’, 18 sixth year de
grees in teaching, and 3 postmas
ters’ degrees in nursing.
“The grand total in 1996 was
980 degrees. This year, we will
award 1,053 degrees,” said Bohn.

eral, you look for a nice looking
girl, and this is where the attrac
tion starts.”
Pete Reynolds said, “My
question is how do you know if
the person will like you back?”
Where will you find this
mate? Will it be in college, at a
bar or in the workforce? Many
say that they are in search of their
mate now. Others say that they
are in no rush and that it will just
fall into place.

Your soul mate should
be the guy or girl who
is perfect for you.
Daniel Carpentier said, “I
met my girlfriend at a high school
dance in the Bronx and it was
history. We started to dance, and
I felt she was a nice girl. That’s
what I was looking for at the
time.”
Francine Laflamme, an R. A.
at Parkridge, said, “I started out
as friends with all of my boy
friends. I was very attracted to
them and then I gained trust in
them.”
These students were lucky
to find their soul mates at an early
time in their lives.
But what about the ones who

haven’t found their “true love?”
How long will they have to wait?
What kind of search will they go
through?
McCaffrey said, “I would like
to find a soul mate while in col
lege so that I can start to organize
my life and hopefully settle down
in the years to come.”
Greg Nota, a media studies
major from Mass., said, “I am
very busy being a student athlete
right now. It is hard to juggle a
girlfriend, academics, a social life
and football. I do however think
that if there were two girls in a
room and one was really pretty, I
would be more inclined to go up
to her and start a conversation.”
So where are these soul mates
of ours? Are they really out there,
or will we be searching for them
forever?
Does someone else have our
soul mate, and how will we know?
“What I have heard in the
past is that whoever you are with
your junior year of college is the
one you will spend the rest of your
life with,” said Craig Baker, a
junior from Greenwich.
True love is a constant search
for most people. Many will prob
ably find their true love when
they least expect it and in the last
place they would think of.
Love is a powerful feeling
that will suddenly just hit you in
the face.

APPLY SOON!
Spectrum stafT
positions are
now available.
From staff writers
and cartoonists to
business positions
and photographers,
there is sure to be
something that
interests you. Please
call Gina Norelli at
365-4554 before
May 14.
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Let your nose relieve tension and stress
By Amy Finkle

Contributing Writer
If you are a college student,
chances are you know what stay
ing up all night long to study for
an exam can do to your alertness
the next day. Crashing right be
fore or during the very exam you
prepared so hard for is common.
Many people now believe
that sniffing peppermint oil be
fore an exam can rev up your
energy and keep you more alert.
People all over the world are
looking to aromatherapy— the
use of essential oils derived from
plants to cure anything from sleeplessness to problem skin.
Aromatherapy has been around
for years despite early skepticism.
According to an article by
Janice Min in Allure magazine,
“Aromatherapy has outgrown its
New Age image of being just
pretty-smelling candles.”
Aromatherapy has been
claimed to cure many different
ailments. According to Min’s
article, a whiff of rosemary is said
to stop headaches, and sniffing
fennel can act as a natural appe
tite suppressant. Tea-tree oil is
said to help problem skin and
orange blossom can help nail bit

Artwork by Linda Nemergut

ers kick the habit.
Today, distinguished medicaljoumals suchas The Lancet
have reported success with
aromatherapy. One such report,
according to Min, was on the
study of David Stretch at the
University of Leicester in En
gland.
Stretch replaced sedatives
with the essential oil lavender,
believed to be used by the Egyp
tians some 6,000 years ago. The
scent of lavender, which Stretch
diffused through the rooms of his
participants, was as effective as
the regular sedatives they were
given. They reported less cases

of restless sleep as compared to
with drugs.
“To our slight surprise,” said
Stretch, “we found that there
might be something to the old
wives’ tale.”
Some uses of essential oils,
according to Min are: the use of
peppermint oil to heighten men
tal alertness, and ylang ylang oil
to treat some parts of Alzheimer’s
disease.
Although these oils are un
regulated by the Food and Drug
Administration, they are highly
regarded and widely used in En
gland, Germany and France. One
reason why these treatments are

not endorsed by all medical prac
titioners is that the claimed suc
cess cannot be backed by crucial
hard evidence in every case.
One precaution: Don't go
out and buy the first bottle of
essential oil you find and slather
italloveryourself. Instead, check
out books from the library on
aromatherapy to find out the saf
est uses.
Using the oils without know
ing correct usage can cause more
harm than good. Pennyroyal oil
can cause miscarriages.
Using almost any of the oils
in excess can cause burning of
the skin.

One aromatherapist men
tioned in Min's article found that
only three drops of clary sage
caused hallucinations.
Although the therapy has its
safety precautions, using it re
sponsibly and in moderation
seems to produce relief.
The proven effects are still
sketchy but it seems to vary from
person to person.
Michelle Papagni, a sopho
more form Worcester, Mass., of
ten lights a stress relieving candle.
"I'm not sure about the medi
cal side of it, but the pine scent
puts me in a place mentally, where
I feel relaxed."

Weather, vacation thoughts distract from finals
By Michael Babinski
Contributing Writer
When students start to get
cranky about such things as hous
ing and registration, there is al
ways that one thing left in their
minds that they either choose not
to think about or choose to kill
themselves over. Those things

are finals.
Now is when most work
needs to be done, but the condi
tions do not want to cooperate.
Who wants to spend afternoon
hours in a classroom or library
when it is 70 degrees outside and
sunny?
“It just seems that now is the
hardest time to concentrate and I
feel I have a million things to do,”

said sophomore Sean Smith from
Milbum,N.J.
Many students are wonder
ing what kind of minimum wage
employment they will land for
the summer. Others are wonder
ing if they will have to take a
summer class to help make up for
poor efforts during the year.
Sophomore Kevin Ander
son, from Levittown, N. Y., said.

Reflections on the first year and
the processes of adjustment
By Grace Mukupa
Staff Writer
Now that the semester is al
most over, first-year students are
preparing themselves to share
their first year of college experi
ence with friends back home.
Does the first year experience
discourage students from com
ing back?
Most first year students have
confirmed that they will come
back next year.
For some, going through the
application process has discour
aged them from leaving this
school.
>
:
Friendship is one of the ma
jor reasons that is constructing
the continuation of education for
some students, because memo
ries will leave a great impact on
how you perceive college life.
“This is a lot better than high
school because there is a closer
bond among friends,” said Chris
tine Turowski, a first-year stu
dent from Long Island, N.Y.
As students become famil
iar with college life, they have
made the best of it by joining

some clubs and sports.
“I’m coming back next year.
I definitely found college fun be
cause I like tennis and my friends
that I met,” said Chris Duwart
from Wrentham, Mass.
The size of the school and its
environment has definitely con
tributed to the comfort that one

Definitely the size of
the school and its
environment has
contributed to the
comfort that one feels
when attending this
school.
feels when attending this school.
“I love SHU because of the
closeness I feel to other students.
I love being a name and face
rather than being a number,” said
Kara Kelly, a first-year student,
also from Long Island.
Despite all the good points
about SHU, some students should

have found some little things an
noying and disturbing.
“The area is good, however
the school should have more vari
ety in food,” said Cheryl McGill
a first-year student from N.J.
Little matters like these can
become big issues in the future if
they are not taken into consider
ation immediately.
Of course, some parents have
shown concerns about some situ
ations.
“Damage bills are more out
rageous. My parents asked me
‘why did I have to pay if I didn’t
damage stuff?” said Linda
Beauchene, a first-year student.
For those first-year students
who have made their choices to
come back to SHU, make the best
of the current situation.
Believe it or not, your situa
tion will improve.
William Diaz, from Queens,
N.Y. said, “Your first year at SHU
is normally the hardest one. Ev
eryone is getting adjusted to the
new environment; every fresh
man deals with it in their own
way. The longer you stay here,
the better things get.”

“I am going to work for my father
full-time this summer, but I also
have to make up some classes as
well. Who knows how I am
going to be able to find the time
to concentrate on both of those
things.”
The time seems to be a little
easier for underclassmen, since
they don’t have as difficult a
course load yet.

What do seniors do if they
Dan Sherman, a senior from
Gardiner, N.Y., said, “I am not
worried yet because I still have the
opportunity to go to graduate
school. But I have to admit with
the end near, it does seem very
scary.” Now is the time when you
need to buckle down. Can you
make the grade?

Bands spread spring music

At right, top: The Barenaked Ladies played
Friday night in the Gym for the Spring
Concert. Camus opened the evening, which
drew quite a crowd.
At right, bottom: Die Laughing performed
at the first-ever Jefferson Jam last Satur
day. People played frisbee and munched on
burgers.
Contributed photos

Abstract art exhibit
By Stephanie Smith
A&E Co-Editor
“Contemporary American
Abstract Works on Paper,” an
exhibit of abstract art opens this
Sunday at The Gallery of Con
temporary Art with a reception
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The exhibit represents 15
major artists including Josef
Albers, Richard Anuszkiewicz,
Alexander Calder, Nassos
Daphnis, Helen Frankenthaler,
Jasper Johns, Ellsworth Kelly,
Nicholas Krushenick, Brice
Marden, Robert Motherwell,
Jules Olitski, Lawrence Poons,
Joan Snyder, Theodores Stamos
and Frank Stella.

The works exhibited include
a cross-section of printed works
embracing the wide-ranging con
cepts of abstract expressionism,
lyrical expressionism, hard-edge
painting, color-field painting,
stain painting and pop art.
The works, all on paper, are
created by various print meth
ods.
The artists translated their
painting styles into the print me
dia, sometimes combining sev
eral types of printmaking within
a single work.
The prints have been bor
rowed from the Yale University
Art Gallery, New Haven;
Housatonic Museum of Art,
Bridgeport; the Stamford Mu
seum and Nature Center, Stam

ford; Tyler Graphics, Ltd., Mount
Kisco, N. Y.; Ann and Burt
Chemow, Westport; and Parasol
Press and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert S.
Edelson, both donators from New
York, N. Y.
Dr. Diana Mille will discuss
various types of abstraction in a
Gallery Talk, “Understanding
Abstract Art,” in the Gallery on
Wed., May 14 at 7 p.m. Mille
will also compare the works ex
hibited in the Gallery.
The exhibit runs through
June 5.
Gallery hours are Mondays
through Thursdays from noon to
7:30 p.m. and Sundays from noon
to 4 p.m. The Gallery is closed
Fridays and Samrdays and Me
morial Day weekend.

Vigil sheds light on rape awareness
By Christopher Twarowski
A&E Co-Editor
The candles were lit. A
circle was formed. The voices of
those touched directly and indi
rectly by the crimes of rape and
sexual abuse rang out through
the quiet evening air.
It was the third annual
Candlelight Vigil for the aware
ness of rape and sexual abuse
that took place alongside West
Hall this past Sunday night. Over
100 students turned out.
, The event was co-sponsored
by Lamda Sigma Phi and
A.L.I.V.E. (A Lesson In Vio
lence Education), an ongoing
support group through the
university’s Counseling Center
for the survivors ofrape and other
forms of sexual abuse.
Since its beginning, the Vigil
has grown in size and solemnity.
“It spreads awareness to
people,” said Jim Prior, pledge
master of the fraternity. “The
fact that more and more people
turn out for it each year is an
indication that the message is

getting out. More and more stu
dents are becoming aw^e.”
“Rape happens,” said Sr.
Anne-Louise Nadeau, director of
Personal Counseling. “It lets
people know to be careful about
what they say, because you don’t
know if you’re living next to
someone who has had that expe
rience.”
The Vigil was highly emo
tional. Powerful.

"It's notjust an
isolated incident like
it happens one night
and that's it. You feel
the after effects year
after year after year
after year."
While those in attendance
raised candles and listened, three
or four SHU students stood be
fore them and recounted in horrid
detail their personal experiences
of these crimes.
Others' stories were read by

members of Sigma Delta Phi.
The silence had been broken.
According to Sr. Anne, it
had been a crucial step in a long
and arduous healing process.
“The first year focus was on
them telling their stories. The
second year the focus was on
how you would react if someone
you really were close to, or some
one you loved, told you that she
had been raped.
“This year it was that it’s not
just an isolated incident like it
happens one night and that’s it.
You feel the after effects year
after year after year after year,”
she said.
“It’s part of the healing. A
big part of the healing.”
She adds that an unintended
consequence of the Vigil is its
strong influence on others to seek
healing for themselves. People
see somebody else come out and
think, “If they can do it, then I
can do it too.”
A.L.I.V.E. meets once a
week during the school year. It is
strictly confidential.
Call 371-7955 for more info,
or to set up an appointment.
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There is ’Life After Death’ for B.I.G.
By Mike Nimons
Staff Writer
“Welcome
to
the
Afterworld.” These are the words
which appear on the latest (and
probably last) Notorious B.I.G.
album, “Life After Death.”
As most of you know. The
Notorious B.I.G., also known as
Biggie Smalls, was murdered on
Mar. 9, 1997.
This album, the sequel to his
multi-platinum debut, “Ready To
Die,” was released a couple of
weeks later. Due to the circum
stances, both of his album titles
ar^ way too eerie.
The intro of “Life After
Death” also adds to this by fea
turing Sean “Puffy” Combs
(a.k.a. Puff Daddy), the album’s
producer, talking to Biggie over
the sound of sirens, a piano and a
heart monitor.
As the monitor goes flatline.
Puffy states, “this sh-t can’t be

The Notorious B.I.G.
over.. .you got too much living to
do...it ain’ t over.. .live your life...”
This double CD seems pro
phetic of the events that actually
took place.
Songs like

Poet’s Voice
what would I do without you?
you gave me everything
i ever wanted from this life,
you gave me a reason to live
when all i had was a reason to die.
you took my pain away
so i could enjoy life again,
you were always there for me
when i needed a friend.

\

Townhouse

I t^s^NfeelihgsHdiqv^plftof^o long
wairf'toi^A
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We would
like to thank
all our loyal
and loving
fans for
support.
Especially
JH 3-203

what would filo without you?
i don't w^t to'think about it now.
why can*t i do this right?
i need^u f(>l!}5ow|mehoiy,.

y

“Somebody’s Gotta Die,” “Kick
In The Door,” “What’s Beef’ and
“My Downfall” tell stories of
death and violence.
Not all of the songs on the

eyerydayH coyn^e
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album are violent though, his first
single, “Hypnotize,” is currently
climbing the charts.
Also receiving airplay on the
radio is “Notorious Thugs” which

teams Biggie with the Bone
Thugs-N-Harmony.
Some of the strongest tracks
on the album are “Notorious
Thugs,” “Hypnotize,” “Going
Back To Cali,” “Sky’s the Limit”
and “I Got A Story To Tell.”
There are also a couple of slower
type tracks like “Miss U” (which
was played at Biggie’s funeral)
and “#!*@ You Tonight,” which
features R. Kelly. ^
Overall, this is an above av
erage rap CD. I don’t like it as
much as “Ready To Die,” but it
would be tough to out-do an al
bum like that.
Being that it is a double CD,
“Life After Death” has a lot of
songs, 24 in all, and a variety of
rap types. I would recommend
this to any fan of Biggie or rap in
general.
With the number of songs
gaining popularity from this CD,
the Notorious B.I.G. is showing
through his music, that there is
life after death.

I--------------------------------------------------

Good luck,
Dr. Katherine
Kidd!
I j

will miss you J

I We love you!
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rol
i 1 was’i^Q^nmg
il^elf-dcvbt.
i brought HM to my ^et
when i was lying on the groilnd.
you made me laugh
when i never thought i'd smile again,
you were always there for me
when i needed a friend.
what would i do without you?
i don't want to think about it now. i •
why can't i do this right?
i need you to show me how.
end.
by Kevin "Pickle" Horgan

words like angels bent to moonlight
hidden codes;
but there must be a meaning...
c.twarowski
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Sports in brief I

Athletes of the week
Chuck Chiodo

Women's lax struggles into final week
Sacred Heart University, the defending
ECAC Div. II women’s lacrosse champions,
continued to struggle this past week as the Lady
Pioneers dropped games to Springfield College
(10-5) and Trinity College (24-10) to fall to 2-9 on
the season.
SHU, which has lost 9 of its last ten games
since its victorious season-opener on March 24.
continue to rely heavily on All-America all.ick
Deirdre Hynes (Mahopac, NY). Hynes scored
seven more goals this week to improve her teamhigh to 39. The Lady Pioneers conclude their
season tomorrow against Bates College.

Sean Morrissey named to MFVC
first-team All-Conference squad
Junior Sean Morrissey (Saratoga Springs.
N.Y.) has been named to the Metropolitan Inter
collegiate Volleyball Conference (MIVC) I'irstteam All-Conference squad, announced th e .MI \'C
last week. Monissey, a 6-foot-4 middle hitter foithe Pioneers, was third in the nation in hitting
percentage (.486) as he led SHU to a 19-11 record
and a 10-4 mark in the MIVC.

SHU baseball team extends losing streak
The SHU baseball team continues to struggle
mt 0-6 this past
wet
*
[ their losing streak

eight straight games. With one week remaining,
the Pioneers are 12-22-1 overall (4-9-1 NECC)
Sophomore outfielder Scott Jaracz (Lowell,
Mass.) was the lone bright spot in Coach Nick
Giaquinto’s line-up last week, going 14-for-23
(.610) while .scoring seven runs for the Pioneers.
Sacred Heart plays Teikyo Post University away
today at 5:30 p.m.

Chiodo, a senior from Stratford on the men's lacrosse
team, tallied four goals and one assist, including two
crucial goals in the final quarter to propel the Pioneers
over rival Southampton, 15-14. Chiodo also leads the
team in goals this season with 28.

Deirdre Hynes
Hynes, a junior All-ameiica from Mahopac, N.Y. on
the women's lacrosse team scored seven goals in the
Pioneers' losses to Springfield and Trinity. She leads
the team with 39 goals this season.

Honorable Mention:
Theresa Flood, a sophomore from Troy, N.Y. on the track team, placed second at
the Yale Invitational. Flood ran the 800 meters in 2:25.14, setting a school record.

Softball shares NECC lead
By Julie Nevero
Staff Writer
Continuing to play well
against New England Collegiate
Conference opponents, the SHU
softball team swept UMassLowell, 2-1 and 3-2, Saturday in
Lowell, Mass. Despite an over
all record of 14-21-1, the Pio
neers rerriain tied for first in the
conference with a 12-2 ledger.
Senior Vicky White of
Ansonia pitched a complete, sixhitter game in the opener, im
proving her record to 9-12. Jun

ior Jen Baker of Northfield, Mass.,
received credit for the victory in
the nightcap, with White picking
up a save in relief. SHU has won
its last six NECC games.
In the Lowell sweep, nearly
every Sacred Heart player con
tributed at bat. Senior captain
Heidi Dripchak of Ansonia led
the way with 2-4, while Jen Stark,
Chris Vigliotti, Keri Loper and
Karen Leber all went 1-3.

Stark, the All-Northeast
centerfielder from Pompton
Lakes, N.J., continues to lead the
team averaging .350, while Loper
(Earmingville, N.Y.) has moved

up, hitting .343.
Last Friday, the Pioneers
dropped a non-league doubleheader to Adelphi, 6-2 and 7-3, at
Garden City, N.Y. Freshman
Nicole Dorsa ofManorville, N. Y.,
and Vigliotti (Staten Island, N.Y.)
starred at bat, each going 3-7.
White suffered the first-game loss
and sophomore Nicki Menard
(Franklin, Vt.) took the defeat in
the second.
The ladies will close out the
regular season this afternoon at
home against NECC rival South
ern Connecticut. The first game
begins at 3:30 p.m.

Track breaks school record at Penn Relays
At the Penn Relays, the Sacred Heart men's
4 X 400 relay team broke a school record with a
time of 3:27.9. Junior captain Sean Ballou ran a
split of 50.6, his second fastest time this season.
Sophomore Carl Sturino ran 51.7, freshman Mike
Hernandez and sophomore Tom McCabe botli ran
52.9. The team finished fifth overall.

Sports Schedule
Thursday, May 1
Baseball at Teikyo Post
University. 5:30 p.m.
Friday, May 2
Baseball vs. Franklin
Pierce College. 2 p.m.
Tennis at Metropolitan
Championships, TB,-\
Outdoor Track & Field
at CTC Championships,
TBA
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Bates College. 4 p.m.

Saturday, May 3
Men's Tennis at Metro
politan Tennis Champi- ■
onships, TBA

AT MERRIMACK COLLEGE
at the Junctloa of Routes 114 and 125 In North Andover, Massachusetts

Whether you want to catch up or get ahead, Merrimack College
Is the place for you this summer. Summer Session 1997 offers:
A 4-, 5-, 6-, and 8-week morning and evening sessions
A Classes starting In May, June and July
A 137 courses in the Humanities, Social Sciences, Mathematics,
Sciences and Business Administration
A Convenient, easy registration
A Free parking and accessible location

Outdoor Track &
Field at CTC Champi
onships, TBA

now

Men's Lacrosse vs.
Pace University, 1 p.m.
Sunday, May 4
Baseball vs. Domini
can College, 1 p.m.

, .

Merrimack College 1947-1997

For more MommtloH
and a 1997Sammar Saaslon catalog,
call no Dlwlslott of Contlauing Edacathm
at (508)837-5101
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end named

retires
ByJRobSawicki

1

Last Saturday night we saw
the final game of one of the
most gifted and resilient athletes to ever live. Pittsburgh
Penguins all-time great Mario
Lemieux has called it quits on
his storied NHL career.
Lemieux look a franchise
that was considered a joke and
led them to two Stanley Cups.
He was such a talented goal
scorer that he made scoring
goals look like an art form.
Lemieux is doing the unthinkable. Retiring while on
top of his game, and on his own

terms. The only other modern
day superstar athlete to do this
was former Cleveland Browns
great Jim Brown.
Mario Lemieux has always
done the unimaginable. He made
the Pittsburgh Penguins a success and became just as beloved
a sports figure in Pittsburgh as
Roberto Clemente and Terry
Bradshaw,
He overcame two dangerous back operations and a bout
with Hodgkin’s Disease, and remained at the top of the league.
This season, Lemieux won

his second con.seciili\c scoring
title and his fourth in five years,
scoring 122 points.
Lemieux has been frustrated
with his production recently, par
tial ly due to the slower, rugged
clutch-and-grab style ofplay that
has taken over the NHL. While
Lemieux’s 122 jroints were best
in the league, it is hard for him to
accept, considering one season
he tallied 199 points.
Many have not accepted
Lemieux's assertion that he will
retire. After Saturday’s game,
reporters asked Lemieux when

he would come out of retirement,
a la Michael Jordan and Magic
Johnson. Lemieux replied,
"never."
"Of course I will miss play
ing a game I have played since I
was tliree, but I’ll be happier this
way,” said Lemieux, regarding
his retirement.
Lemieux goes out having
many memorable perfonnances.
None more noteworthy than a
game where he scored five goals.
The five goals were each scored
in a different situation, covering
the five types of goals that are

possible in hockey. He scored
at even strength, on the power
play, shorthimded, on a penalty
shot, and he capped it off with
an empty net goal.
Most players don’t accom
plish that in a career. Mario did
itinonegame. Wliatelse would
you expect from a man whose
last name in French translates
roughly to “the best.”
I’m certain that Mario
Lemieux will miss hockey. T m
also certain hockey will miss
him a great deal more than he
will ever know.

Swanson, Sacred Heart's premiere bowler
Lady bowlers bid farewell to four-year team leader
By Corinne Waldheim
Assistant Sports Editor

In every sport there is an
individual who stands apart from
the rest. Through talent and de
termination, they can emboss a
permanent imprint in the lives of
their coaches, spectators and fam
ily.
The experience of college
bowhng is a unique one. It can
begin years earlier at Junior Bowling Tournaments (JBTs) or
leagues. These activities allow a

SHU
HELP WANTED:
LOOKING for a F/T live in or
out nanny for 21/2 and 4 yr. old.
10 minutes from school. Must be
committed for entire summer.
Great salary. 268-2694.
SUMMER childcare in my home
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Cash per wk.
452-8488. After 3:30.
BABYSITTER NEEDED
Tuesdays from 8 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. and some evenings for 1 yr.
old girl. Must have car. Westport.
Please call 454-2120.
HELP!!! Stay at home mother of
three children under three needs
two more hands. Flexible hours.
Need own transportation. Call
Bridget for details.
(203) 268-9149.
SOMEONE to care for 3 chil
dren, ages 9,6, & 2. M-TH 3p.m.7p.m. @ my home. Car needed/
preferable non-smoker. Lots of
energy. In Fairfield.
Call 371-7675.
P/T CHILDCARE OPPTY.
Immediate start. Occasional
afternoons. Mostly weekday/
weekend evenings. Potential em
ployment during school year.
Weston. 454-0121.
WESTON FAMILY seeking
F/T Child Care Provider. Mon
day through Friday/6:30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. Live in/out. Two girls
ages 5 1/2 and 2. Own car pre
ferred; non-smoker: energetic,
nurturing, not allergic to animals.
Salary based on experience and
living status. Minimum $250/wk.
Contact Maiia/M-F
(212) 525-8676.
CHILDCARE for summer.
Fairfield Beach area. 2 boys ages 3
& 5. 1-2 days/wk. Will work with
your schedule. $7/hr. 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Call Jan-Ellen Harriman 2568044 or 615-3323. E-mail
ianellen@ct.lnai.net
TEACH ENGLISH at a private
academy in Seoul, Korea. Salary
starting at $ 1,500/mo. Free hous
ing/airfare. B.A. degree required.
Fax resume/call 203-624-9191.

young bowler to travel and meet
new people with common inter
ests.
Sacred Heart University estabhshed a women’s bowling pro
gram in 1993, building it around
one young woman who ranks
among the best athletes in her
field. Shelton resident Jen
Swanson opted to stay local rather
than travel to Wichita, Erie or
Nebraska where there were more
established and experienced pro
grams.
Her career began at age eight.
Swanson went on to attend high
school at St. Joseph’s in Shelton.

She bowled in JBTs until she was
19 and subsequently entered adult
competition.
The SHU senior, who en
joys drawing and listening to
music, has led her team to three
championships, along with a fifthplace ranking this year by the
Bowling Writers Association of
America. Now the Lady Pio
neers have claimed its own posi
tion among the nation’s power
houses.

“Jen \yill attend hoc fourtb
consecutive ACUI national

singles and doubles competition
in May. In 1996 and '97 she was

speaking of Jen Swanson,” said
named MVP of the Eastern Inter
freshman Chrissy Anania of
collegiate Bowling Conference.
Bristol, R.I.
She also led the individual
Swanson was named one of
women’s field at the 1995 Na
the top five amateur bowlers in
tionals in Knoxville, Tenn.
the country last year after win
Swanson is tied for the third highning a New England Bowlers As
est average of 213 (Brenda
sociation tournament. She was
Edwards '97 and Andrea Rigby
the first woman to ever win this
'94) and second highest fourcontest. "Without Jen bowling, it
game series of 939 at the Inter
is going to be a bit odd since she
collegiate Bowling Champion
has just completed her fourth year
ships.
of . our four-year-old program,”
“I hope to help the team overthe. ob8tacte*of-tteoinBe*« *MA»6oafiih iRuickyxKyglwgyTtte
Team USA bowling member from
truly great athlete and team
Stratford. “I hope one of the fresh
leader, not to mention she was an
men decides to walk in her foot
All-American. Of course, I am
steps.” ■

PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS
PROGRAMMER/
INTERN- COLLEGE ART
ANALYSTS
MAJOR, Int'l artist rep seeks in
Great opportunity if you have
tern to learn business of art for
strong COBOL. AS/400 platform
children in publishing (semester,
summer). Stipend. Call after 6 p.m.
experience a plus.
w/days. 748-4823.
TECHNICAL
PROMOTION
MGR.OPERATOR
illustrator's agent specializing in
Must have solid AS/400 skills.
art for children's materials seeks
No programming required. Lead
bright, energetic worker. Candi
ing software developer-Stamford,
date must have art knowledge, or
Connecticut. Call Lynda (203)
ganizational skills, work under
978-2508._________________
pressure. FT/PT. Bethel. Fax 748SUMMER $$$
4581.
Great opportunity for psychology
INTERN- Office Manager to art
and rehabilitation majors to gain
agent requires assistance in home
experience and cash. Flexible
office8-16hrs. awk. Bethel. Call
schedules available at various CT
Cathie M/F, 9:30 to 5:30. 203locations to support adults with
748-4823.________________
JUBA'S EXPRESSO BAR, disabilities. Dependability and
WESTPORT. Looking for fun strong communication skills a
people who want to be part of the must. Valid CT driver's license
expresso bar scene. We'll train you with a clean record. Pre-employ
to be part of the growing speciality ment drug screen required.
coffee retail business. Openings Earn $9.00-$10.00 per hr.
available on weekends and week
Contact: Recruitment
days. Flexible hrs. to work with
Kennedy Center, Inc.
school schedule now and longer
(203) 365-8522 X406 or
hrs. available during the summer.
Fax Resume: (203) 365-8533
$7.50 per hr. plus tips. Apply at
__________ EOE___________
JUBA'S in Peter's Market, 19 Bridge
COACH, TENNIS
Square, Westport or call 203-226For youth program, P/T 10 hrs/wk
IU38___ ^^-----------------after school spring & fall, 25 hrs/
-DRIVERS WANTEDwksummer. Wage $8-$ 15ftir DOE.
College smdents, retirees, any
Call 838-8471 or apply to Norwalk
one to sell Good Humor ice cream
Housing Authority, 24 1/2 Monroe
from one of our vending Irucks.
St, Norwalk, CT 06856-0508. EOE,
Work outdoors this summer. Be
GALLERY INTERNSHIP
your own boss. Routes available
Beginning May 1997
in your area. Earn $750 to $950
Gregory Gallery, a gallery of con
weekly. M/E. Apply now for
temporary traditional paintings,
routes that start this sununer.
seeks a responsible, mature stu
Call M.-Sat. 9 a.m.-3p.m.only.
dent for a paid internship position.
(203) 366-2641
The internship will be every Satur
1-800-899-1009.
day from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
HELP WANTED- A Westport position provides a good opportu
based technical search firm seeks a nity to have gallery experience.
P/T office asst./intem. Hrs. include The intern will learn cataloguing,
M-F 2-5 p.m. Must be familiar with work with biographical files and
Word processing as well as IBM or assist customers.The student must be flexible and
Macintosh. Call Chaves & Assoch
ates at (203) 222-2222. Ask for Eva willing to learn. The applicant
must have an art history back
or Bill.________________
ground. An art history junior or
WESTPORT financial advisory firm senior is preferred. Please fax a
specializing in U.S. Treasury market, current resume to 203-655-3245 or
Federal reserve policy and Foreign mail to:
Exchange looking for salesperson to
Susan Gregory
market its service via telephone. Sal
Gregory Gallery
ary, commission and benefits. Call
903 Post Road
Mark Hyman at 203-255-8511.
Darien, CT 06820

SALES/P/T/F/TMARKETING ASSISTANT
Responsibilites:

- In-house Customer Service
and Support.
,- In bound and Out bound
phone contact with Custom
ers and Prospects.
- Working with sales to facili
tate pricing and informational
requests.
-Working with Sales to facilitate
pricing and informational
requests.
-Excellent verbal communi
cations. Personal computer a
plus (Microsoft Word/Excel).
Flexible hrs. ranging from 15-40
hrs/wk. Ideal for working parents
and/or students.
SALES/F/T
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Responsibilites:

- Inside sales position. Consulta
tion with Clients on personal com
puters, peripherals and network
requirements.
-A strong desire to make sales and
earn income based upon perfor
mance.
-Excellent verbal and written com
munications. Personal Computer
skills a plus.
TECH. OPERATIONS/F/T
TECHNICUN
Responsibilities:
-System configuration ofPersonal
Computers and Servers (Win95,
NT, Novel).
-Installation of Software applica
tions.
-Willingness to work as a team in
the assembly of systems and net
works.
COMPUTER
RESOLUTIONS, Inc.
We are a computer systems
integrator located in Bridgeport
celebrating our 10th year of
business. Our firm provides
competitive compensation and
an environment for growth.
Mailing: 873 Wood Avenue,
Bridgeport, CT 06604-2127.
800-848-7185
Fax: 203-384-0473

i

SHU
Summer help- MACHINE OP
ERATORS to run boring, milling
machines. 40-t hours per wk. or
Saturday, Sunday shifts available.
• Able to do repetitive tasks
• Dexterity to run machinery
• Quick Learner
• Ability to work with manufac
turing procedures, blueprints
• Good work discipline
• Safety procedures awareness
• Must be 18 or older
Hourly rate between $10-$11. In
centives for perfect attendance.
Call Mahle Inc., Cylinder Division at (203) 380-5990._______
Star, a nonprofit agency serv
ing people with developmental dis
abilities in Norwalk, is seeking
qualified applicants for the fol
lowing positions: Program Coor
dinators, Job Developer, Job
Coaches, Instructors, Please fax
resume to: Irene Curtin, (203) 8470545. EOE

SERVICES:
INTERIM WORK, YOUR
SUMMER INTERNSHIP
OR FIRST JOB
Advantage Staffing Services can
help you obtain those hard to get
internship opportunities. Instead
of waiting at home for your re
sume to find you ajob, you can be
working at a Fortune 500 compa
nies, making money, enhancing
your skills and meeting all those
imp. contacts. Call Advantage today at 1-800-299-9950._______
Looking for a place to spend your
summer...
Join us... Advanced Placement,

Inc. is looking for individuals seek
ing summer employment. Office
experience helpful, computer
skills essential. Word, Excel, or
Data Entry skills a must! Power
Point and Persuasion skills a plus I
Call Cathy at (203) 878-9392 or
(800) 771-9392 or fax us your
resume to (203) 878-9936. Better
yet, our e-mail address is
ADVNCD® AOL.COM.
Advanced Placement, Inc.
58 River St.
Milford, CT 06460

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
We have a wonderful variety of
positions available at Fairfield
County's top companies!! These
opportunities range from F/T,
P/T, summer & after-school avail
abilities. New Grads welcome!
We are looking for qualified can
didates with good computer skills.
Please phone Diana for an ap
pointment @203-324-0000. Fee
pd.
McIntyre Associates
1281 Main Street
Stamford, CT 06902
Two Corporate Drive
Shelton. CT 06464
TEACHING POSITIONS
available for certified and
uncertified teachers. We serve
hundreds of public, private and
parochial schools in CT, NY and
New England. Over the past 31
years, we have helped over 8,500
educators secure positions.
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE
UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESS
FUL IN PLACING YOU. Call us
to discuss your background and
the types of positions for which
you are qualified. At that time, we
will be able to tell you if we can be
of assistance.
FAIRFIELD TEACHER'S
AGENCY, INC.
Fairfield, CT
(203) 333-0611or
(203) 333-8412

MISCELLANEOUS:
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY
MENT- Want to work in
American's National Parks, For
ests & Wildlife Preserves with
excellent benefits & bonuses?
(Seasonal/Summer) Learn how
from Outdoor Information Ser
vices. Call 1-206-971-3624 ext.
N50852
SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Camp counselors
Stamford JCC
Weekends and nights free good
pay excellent references. Call
Craig at (203) 322-7900 ext. 139

!

Pioneers battle back from
five goal deficit to win 15-14
By Brad Wilson
Sports Editor

In a game that was tied on six
oecasions, the Pioneer men’s la
crosse team used a four-goal, oneassist effort from senior Chuck
Chiodo of Stratford to edge
Southampton, 15-14,last Sunday
on Long Island.
Heading into the contest. Sa
cred Heart was ranked fifth na
tionally in Division II and
Southampton was fourth. The
victory advanced the Pioneers to
fourth in the national poll and
helped them secure an ECAC
tournament bid.
“This was an important game
in determining ECACs and it was
a great win over a top rival,” said
Coach Tom Mariano. “Our team
play and overall conditioning
wore them out in the third and
The Pioneers (7-3) trailed 10-

5 with 9:04 to play in the third
quarter, but scored five unan
swered goals in seven minutes to
knot the game at 10.

During the next six minutes,
the lead changed hands three times
before Chiodo scored on a feed
from senior Matt Krepil (Babylon,
N.Y.) to give Sacred Heart a 1413 lead. Chiodo then provided an
insurance goal with 1:45 remain
ing.
With 46 seconds left,
Southampton scored to pull within
one and had a chance to tie with
six seconds in regulation. The
Colonials’ P.J. Laura attempted a
shot on goal, but junior
defenseman Brian Micena of
Lake Ronkonkama, N.Y. forced
a tough shot and the ball was
deflected
by
sophomore
defenseman Craig Talbot
(Ipswich, Mass.) as time expired.
“We faced adversity being
down five goals, but everyone on
the team remained confident,”
said Chiodo. “We got the big
plays when we needed them the
most.”
ef
forts, sophomore Chris Lukowski
(Syracuse, N.Y.) scored three
goals and one assist, while Krepil
had two goals to add to his assist.

All-America Matt Krepil of Babylon, N.Y. wins a face-off in the Pioneers' 15-14 triumph over rival
Southampton.
Photo by John Wilson
Senior Jason Colapinto (Deer
Park, N.Y.) and freshman Chris
Spaterella (Garden City, N.Y.)
contributed two goals apiece,
while junior Brian Staunton (West
Hartford) and sophomore Kenny
Martin (White Plains, N.Y.) each
netted one.

Senior Mike Mazzeo of
Darien recorded three assists and
junior Brad Wilson (Clifton Park,
N.Y.) had one.

Senior netminder Art
DeGaetano of Beacon, N.Y. tal
lied 15 saves on the day.
On Saturday, Sacred Heart
faces Pace at 1 p.m. on Campus
Field in a game that will help
determine home-field advantage
for the ECAC playoffs. Last year
the Pioneers defeated Pace, 1615, with Lukowski netting the
game-winner with three seconds
remaining.

“Pace is an important game
because it was hard-fought last
year and both teams are going to
be heading into the contest with
something to prove,” said
Mariano. “It is also important
because it’s the last regular sea
son home game for the seniors
(Chiodo, Mazzeo, Colapinto,
Krepil, DeGaetano, Scott Kohler,
Kevin Yee and All-America
defenseman Dan Sherman)."

Track and Field improving by leaps and bounds
By Julie Nevero
Staff Writer
The Pioneer men’s and
women’s track teams fared well
at the Yale Invitational in New
Haven last Sunday. The meet

was comprised of mostly Divi
sion I schools, but Division II and
HI schools were welcome.
Among the teams entered were
UConn, Central Connecticut
State, Southern Connecticut State,
Iona, Yale, New Haven, Marist,
Army and Hartford.

There was no team scoring
in the meet and awards were
given only to the top finisher in
each event.
“We had a lot of nice per
formances, particularly in the
distance events, throws and
jumps,” said Christian Morrison,

Marc Gustafson, athletic trainer for the New Haven Ravens, spoke in Director of Sports Medicine
Mike Weild's Advanced Athletic Training course on Apr. 18. The New Haven Ravens are a minor
league baseball team that is affiliated with the Colorado Rockies. Gustafson's responibilities with the
Raven's include prevention, care and rehabilitation of injuries.
Photo by Lora Marcella

SHU’s recently named
Women’s Coach of the Year.
“It seems we’re peaking at the
right time for the CTC Cham
pionships next weekend.”
Leading the women’s
team were sophomores Theresa
Flood and Julie Nevero, who
took second in their respective
events and posted personal
records in the process.
Flood ran the 800 meters
in 2:25.14, just two seconds
behind the leader. This repre
sented her best time ever, earn
ing her the school record and a
nine second improvement since
high school. Flood also ran a
leg on the 400 relay team, post
ing the best time this season by
a SHU female 400 runner in
:63.9.
“To improve more than
nine seconds over two years in
such a short race is phenom
enal,”
said
Morrison.
“Theresa’s improvement is a
testament to what can be
achieved through hard work
and dedication.”
Nevero threw the javelin
111' 1,” defeating the third
place finisher by over 14 feet
and just five feet off the school
record.
Freshman Tara Fay took
third in the shot put with a
throw of 36' 3,” a personal best
for her as well.

Sophomore
Carrie
Demirgian, returning to the
track after being out with an
injury, finished eighth in the
3,000 meters.
Other top performers in
the meet were sophomore
Meghan Wamock, sixth in the
triple jump; junior Stephanie
Smith, who ran a personal best
in the 5,000 in 20:24; and the
l(X)-meter relay team ofjunior
Erica Carlson, freshmen Lori
Gorgone and Maura McElroy
and Nevero, which took fourth
with a new school record.
On the men’s side, the
jumpers had a good day as
sophomore triple jumper
Morisse Harbour finished
fourth with a mark of 43’ 7 3/
4,” sophomore Jay Reed
cleared5’ 10” in the highjump,
a school record; and freshman
Ken Mailhot took sixth in the
long jump with 20’ 4 1/2.”
The throwers had a record
setting day as freshmen Chris
McKenna and Calvin Diamond
posted school marks in their
events. McKenna, fourth in
the javelin, threw 161’ 4” and
Diamond threw 40’ 11” in the
shot put, earning fifth.
The teams compete next
at the Collegiate Track 'Con
ference Championships in
Monclair, N.J. tomorrow and
Saturday.

